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BATC  SPECIAL  EDITION
The British Amateur Television Club's magazine is called CQ-TV.   Their most recent
issue, Spring 2021, No. 271 has several articles of interest about narrow-band DVB-T.
We have received permission, actually strong encouragement, from the BATC to reprint
them here for you.

The ATV hams in the U.K. and Europe had a head start by quite a few years ahead of us
USA hams experimenting with digital TV.   Early on they adopted  DVB-S modulation.
The biggest compelling factor in the beginning for them, no doubt was the availability of
very low cost ( < $50) DVB-S satellite receivers.   These were marketed under the title
"Free To Air".    These set-top boxes are not the complete satellite receiver, but really the
IF receiver.   The Ku band head-end, block converter is mounted at the dish antenna and
the IF is from roughly 1 to 2GHz.   Thus the FTA receiver is actually a 23cm band
receiver.   The 23cm band is more popular in Europe because it is their first band with
lots of spectrum available.  Their 70cm band is narrower than we enjoy here in the US.

It was fine to have low cost receivers, but a major problem to be overcome was a lack of
a low cost DVB-S transmitter.   This is where the British Amateur TV Club (BATC)
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stepped in and designed and sold  kits.    Early versions relied upon the ATV ham using
his PC computer to handle a lot of the digital number crunching involved with DATV.
An outboard pc board than provided basically the RF side of the equation to give a milli-
watt level DVB-S signal which could then be amplified by an RF power amplifier.   More
recently, the BATC is supplying their Portsdown Transmitter.  It uses a web-camera, the
mini Raspberry Pi computer for the computing horsepower,  and a LimeSDR radio.   It
still needs an RF power amplfier to boost the milliwatt level signals.   The first article
included in this newsletter is about the BATC's Portsdown, by Dave Crunp, G8GKQ.
Dave is BATC Chairman.

The basic DATV system that BATC advocates uses their Portsdown transmitter and now
no longer a FTA receiver, but what they call the MiniTiouner receiver.  It is a PC
computer based system using a USB tuner card which tunes from 143 to 2450 MHz.
Both the Portsdown and MiniTiouner handle both standard bandwidths and reduced
bandwidths.  The BATC has an on-line store for members selling the Portsdown
transmitter, and the Mini-Tiouner, Knucker & Ryde receivers, plus misc. components. 

The hams in the U.K. and Europe are doing a lot of work on making reduced bandwidth
DATV work. This includes on ham bands with less spectrum available such as 71 and
146MHz.  Most U.K. and European hams are using the BATC systems.

Here in the US, we ATV hams have come late to the DATV game.   Most of us have
taken a different approach.   For one we have mostly gone with DVB-T rather DVB-S or
the US broadcast standard ATSC.   The other is most of us are "appliance operators"
using stand-alone, boxes from Hi-Des in Taiwan.   This is different from the PC
computer based approach in Europe for both Tx & Rx.   Most European hams are rolling
their own gear using the BATC kits.

Well, the hams at the BATC are now migrating somewhat towards DVB-T where they
see some advantages.     The other three BATC article we are reprinting here are:

"Reduced Bandwidth DVB-T for DATV Use" by Noel Matthews, G8GTZ (BATC General
Secretary)

"Reduced Bandwidth DVB-T Receive Systems" by Dave Crump, G8GKQ

"Reduced Bandwith DVB-T Transmit System"  by Dave Crump, G8GKQ 

The BATC provides a useful service to ATV world-wide.   They host a computer server
to stream the A/V from ATV repeaters around the world.    (https://batc.org.uk/live/ ).
Our Boulder, Colorado club uses it to stream our ATV nets, etc.

To find out more about the BATC, check out their web site:  www.batc.org.uk

Jim, KH6HTV, Boulder, Colorado
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W0BTV Details:   Inputs:  439.25MHz, analog NTSC, VUSB-TV;
441MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T & 1243MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T     
Outputs:  Channel 57 ---  423MHz/6MHz BW, DVB-T, or optional 421.25MHz, analog
VUSB-TV.     Also, secondary transmitter, FM-TV output on 5.905 GHz (24/7).  
Operational details in AN-51a   Technical details in AN-53a.   Available at:
https://kh6htv.com/application-notes/   

W0BTV ATV Net:  We hold a social ATV net on Thursday afternoon at 3 pm local
Mountain time.  The net typically runs for 1 to 1 1/2 hours.   A DVD ham travelogue is
usually played for about one hour before and 1/2 hour after the formal net.  ATV nets are
s t r e a m e d l i v e u s i n g t h e B r i t i s h A m a t e u r T V C l u b ' s s e r v e r , v i a :
https://batc.org.uk/live/kh6htvtvr or n0ye.   We use the Boulder ARES (BCARES) 2
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meter FM voice repeater for intercom.   146.760 MHz  ( -600kHz, 100 Hz PL tone
required to access).

Newsletter Details:  This is a free newsletter distributed electronically via
e-mail to ATV hams.  The distribution list has now grown to over 450.   News and
articles from other ATV groups are welcomed.   Permission is granted to re-distribute it
and also to re-print articles, as long as you acknowledge the source.   All past issues are
archived at:    https://kh6htv.com/newsletter/

ATV  HAM  ADS
Free advertising space is offered here to ATV hams, ham clubs or ARES
groups.  List here amateur radio & TV gear   For Sale - or - Want to Buy.


